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on my Mind

Jan Liber
sailor

“In sailing like in life no matter where 

the wind is blowing from, it is important how you 

use it - you adjust the course 

and set sail accordingly.”

Different people, different passions and dreams.

When one scrupulously records ideas,  

the others in the chaos create miracles. 

Sometimes our thoughts do not fit in the bars

in a notebook, but it’s always good to save them!

Wind
on my Mind

How will you describe your passion?
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Mindnotes is a brand of prestigious advertising 

notebooks, available in hundreds of versions 

with tailor-made features to suit the 

needs of every advertiser.

The offer includes a vast choice of different

coverings, colors, patterns and textures.

The notebooks are available in soft and hard  

covers, embossed or custom printed,  

with various finishing types.

Each element of the notebook can be customised

to match the spirit of the brand and the customer’s

expectations.

Mindnotes notebooks are always

the right choice and a perfect product

for all advertising purposes.

Mindnotes
notebooks
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Jan Mazurski
investor

“As someone said, I will never put my name  

on a product that does not have 

in it the best that is in me.”

Prestige
on my Mind
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Heat-sensitive cover material that resembles

 nubuck. Finished with a soft, fluffy surface,

Florence stands for durability, quality and luxury 

with a really soft touch. Will provide unsurpassed 

results with blind debossing techniques.

Florence

Mindnotes in hardcover MN32

available colours page 36
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Teresa Ginter
jewellery designer

“Only worn jewellery looks really impressive. 

Only then does it release 

all the perfection and passions encapsulated 

in precious stones.”

Emotions 
on my Mind
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Verona

Mindnotes in softcover MN22

available colours page 36

Extremely mellow, cover material with 

delicate glitter. Perfect for debossing, 

due to its ability to reproduce perfectly even 

the smallest elements. Exceptionally 

elegant material leaves no fingerprints, 

making it the perfect material for covers.
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Maria Zych
writer

“What we expect from literature is not 

great writers, we need great works and these

 are what we wait for the most.”

Words
on my Mind
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Mindnotes in softcover MN22

Torino

Heat-sensitive and soft touch cover material, 

available in 21 attractive colors. It is an absolutely 

stylish and top-selling cover material. 

The application of the highly recommended 

debossing technique guarantees excellent 

reproduction of motifs. 

available colours page 37
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Marta Antkowiak
designer of interior decoration

“I am going to make everything around me beautiful, 

that will be my life.”

Decoration 
on my mind
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Mindnotes in hardcover MN32

Siena & Bologna

High quality materials with a subtle, leather 

look pattern more visible on Siena, slightly more 

delicate on Bologna. Embodies brilliance 

and elegance, perfect for VIP promotional 

gifts. Both guarantee fantastic quality 

of blind debossing.

available colours page 36
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Iga Kraszewska
model

“Following your dreams requires determination, 

humbleness and patience. That’s why you have 

to appreciate every step, even a small move on 

the way to the desired end…”

Fashion
on my Mind
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Milano

Metallic cover material with brushed metal 

structure, available in 5 colors. 

Recommended only for hardcover products. 

Perfect for foil and blind debossing. 

Good value for money.

Mindnotes in hardcover MN35

available colours page 39
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Robert Kulig
architect

“Architecture starts when you carefully 

put two bricks together. There it begins.”

Structure 
on my mind
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Matryx Scala & 
Matryx Santos

Durable and elegant cover materials with a delicate 

texture. The structure and appearance 

of Matryx Santos resembles paper, 

but has exceptional scratch and stains resistance. 

The recommended customization

 method is foil debossing.

Mindnotes in hardcover MN35

available colours page 38
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Marek Friedmann
economist

“To succeed, we need to look into 

the future for all that exceeds our abilities.”

Numbers
on my Mind
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Sophisticated woven design cover material. 

It is absolutely outstanding for delivering 

a striking branding message. 

Natural linen structure cover material. 

The distinctive weave of the fabric

and natural coloring perfectly suit the promotion

 of ecological character of brands. 

Lino Color

Lino Nature

Mindnotes in textile hardcover MN33

Mindnotes in textile hardcover MN33

available colours page 38

available colours page 38
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Ewa Krauze
craftsman

“In crafting there are no mistakes, 

just unique creations.”

Craft 
on my mind
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Mindnotes in hardcover MN34

Art paper

Paper-based cover material with canvas structure 

providing excellent heat sensitivity.

Available in 11 amazing colors. 

Stunning quality of debossing on

this material guaranteed. Recommended 

exclusively for all hardcover products.

Good value for money.

available colours page 39
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Piotr Byrt
artist

“Courage is to create your own world and inviting  

others to it, for example with help of individual  

painting expression.”

Colors
on my Mind
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Paper hardcover

A basic perfect bound notebook, made of coated 

paper laminated with foil. 

Available in soft and hard cover versions. 

This type of cover gives unlimited possibilities

 of branding, printing any graphics 

in the highest quality. 

Mindnotes in paper hardcover MN31 (laminated with matt & glossy foil) 
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Radosław Linke
chef

“A recipe has no soul. You as the cook 

must bring soul to the recipe.”

Flavors 
on my mind
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Paper softcover

A popular type of notebook with a paper 

softcover. Very economical and versatile 

thanks to the ability to print 

every artwork. It can be finished 

with matt or glossy foil.

Mindnotes in paper softcover MN11
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Ann Radtke
barista

“Experts have counted about 1000 aromas in coffee. 

That’s definitely too many to remember. My notebook 

is reserved for notes regarding the origins of coffee, 

its taste and aroma.”

Coffee
on my Mind
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Kraft paper cover

Raw and at the same time extremely elegant 

appearance. The product can be made entirely 

of ecological materials as well as marked with 

FSC-certification. The available versions of ECO 

notebooks include soft or hardcovers. 

Mindnotes in Kraft paper cover MN11 & MN36
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Branding options

We create customised notebooks that act as  

a message carrier to communicate your brand. 

Always, when you want to do something really 

special for your brand, you want to leave 

the impression of professionalism with a touch 

of exclusivity and require the highest 

standards - Mindnotes is the perfect option. 

Quality notebooks combined with great 

designs get your message heard. Simply 

choose a notebook that suits your style, 

budget, communication preferences and 

needs, and place your logo anywhere and 

however you want!

Debossing 

Foil debossing 

Full color printing 

Branded notebook sheets

Branded insert sheets

Branded end sheets

Paper belly band (glued or tucked in)

Paper wrapper (glued or tucked in)
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Debossing Foil debossing

Full color printing Branded end sheets
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Branded paper wrapper (glued or tucked in)

Branded notebook sheets Branded insert sheets

Branded paper belly band (glued or tucked in)
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Customisation

Designed from scratch, Mindnotes move 

the customised notebook to a whole 

new level and redefine what a bespoke 

notebook should truly be like. 

Offering unlimited design options, Mindnotes 

allow you to create a notebook not only 

true to your brand guidelines but also

 true to your client’s needs.

 

Various sizes

Paper pocket

Side coloring, gilding & silvering

Flat elastic closure & pen loop

Giftbox

Paper color (white or ivory)

Perforation and punching

Calendar inserts

Planners, agendas, to do lists etc. 

Pointy corners

Rounded corners

UV varnish

Satin ribbons

blankcorners

ruled

squared

dotted

Put 
your logo 
and add 

any 
template. 

Various standard sizes
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blank

squared

dotted Customised paper pocket

Flat elastic closure & pen loop

Metallic foil on the edges

Giftbox
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Paper color (white or ivory)

Calendar inserts Planners, agendas, to do lists etc. 

Perforation and punching
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Satin ribbons

Rounded cornersPointy corners

UV varnish
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Bologna

VL0301 black 

VL0302 navy blue

VL0303 red

Siena

VL0201 black

VL0203 white

Florence

Verona

VT1301 anthracite

VT1302 navy blue

VT1303 red

VT1201 dark anthracite 

VT1202 dark blue

VT1203 taupe

VT1204 red

VT1205 silver 

VT1206 gold

(H&S)
(H&S)

(H&S)

(H&S)
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Torino

VT0101 black

VT0102 white

VT0103 red

VT0104 navy blue

VT0105 dark grey

VT0106 light grey

VT0107 dark green 

VT0108 light green

VT0109 green lime

VT0110 orange

VT0111 dark yellow

VT0112 light yellow

VT0113 dark blue

VT0114 light blue

VT0115 baby blue

VT0116 purple 

VT0117 lila

VT0118 light pink

VT0119 fuchsia

VT0120 dark brown

VT0121 light brown

(H&S)
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Lino Color

Lino Nature

VF0401 red 

VF0402 blue

VF0403 black

VF0404 dark grey

VF0405 light grey

VF0406 white

VN0501 dark linen

VN0502 light linen 

Matryx Scala

Matryx Santos

VP0701 black (H)

VP0801 black (S)

VP1101 black

VP1102 grey
(H)

(H)

(H)
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Art Paper

VN0102 light red

VN0106 charcoal

VN0107 grey

VN0108 dark green

VN0110 apple

VN0111 lime

VN0112 burgundy

VN0114 beige

VN0116 tangerine

VN0118 azur

VN0119 marine

Milano

VP1201 silver

VP1202 gold

VP1203 black

VP1204 beige

VP1205 dark blue

(H)

(H)

Please note: FSC®-certified variants are available for 

Art Paper and Milano cover materials.
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Headbands

104 gold

509 silver

101 white

103 yellow

515 orange

105 red 

513 fuchsia

527 dark green 

523 navy blue 

522 blue 

520 light blue 

510 light grey

112 black
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Satin Ribbons Elastic Bands

939 gold

938 silver

901 white

907 yellow

915 orange

916 red

936 fuchsia

933 light green

930 dark green

924 navy blue

923 blue

921 light blue

912 light grey

931 black

400 gold

500 silver

1 white

968 yellow

2560 orange

450 red

610 fuchsia

601 light green

460 dark green

348 navy blue

694 blue

3026 light blue

3027 light grey

3028 dark grey

0 black3 mm

available 7, 10 or 15 mm
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Mindnotes loves
 forests

By buying FSC®-certified products  

you help take care of the world’s forests.  

The FSC® label means that materials  

used for the product have been  

responsibly sourced.

Our company has been certified in 2016  

and since then has also been offering  

products marked with the FSC® logo,  

supporting responsible management of  

the world’s forests along with our clients.
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(H) - suitable for hard covers (S) - suitable for soft covers

Due to product characteristics, uniformity in colors and structure of cover materials, 
papers and accessories cannot be guaranteed in different batches.

price level



Due to product characteristics, uniformity in colors and structure of cover materials, 
papers and accessories cannot be guaranteed in different batches.



ASK FOR CERTIFIED PRODUCTS


